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Welcome

2021 Professional Services Industry Trends:
A New Era of Resilience

If you remember one piece of intelligence in our 2021 Professional Services Industry
Trends report, remember this:
2020’s unprecedented events forced an acceleration of digital transformation in the
professional services industry. As companies adopted technology to meet shifting
needs, resilience in response to rapidly changing circumstances was the order of the
day — and will remain that way.
This is likely the longest-lasting and greatest impact of the global pandemic on
professional services. As Satya Nadella, CEO of Microsoft, said of technology overall,
“We’ve seen two years’ worth of digital transformation in two months.” The financial
upheaval eventually will subside, leaving behind an industry remade by technology and
ready to move forward into a productive future.
Our 2021 Professional Services Industry Trends report paints a picture of the latest
challenges and opportunities in the industry. As was true in our inaugural survey, we
wanted to dig deep to shed light on the forces shaping the future of professional services
and unlock insights companies can use to prepare for the year ahead. Our introductory
survey was completed during a period of extended growth. And while more organizations
were turning to technology to increase agility in a competitive market, growth was still
their expectation.
The industry finds itself in a different place today, and those we surveyed are less
optimistic than they were last year. As the current environment improves, how will
professional services organizations look going forward? What strategies will they use to
remain financially healthy? What are their immediate plans to improve operations, gain
useful insight into their customers, and grow once again?
Technology will be a significant part of the answers to all those questions. The
adoption of cloud computing, project automation software, and customer relationship
management solutions, among other technologies, will help professional services
organizations continue the digital transformation that picked up so much speed in the
past year. In professional services (as with many other industries), there is no turning back
from technology – at least, not if an organization wants to flourish.

Key Findings
Most respondents said their organizations will meet or exceed projected industry
growth rates for 2020. However, that overall rate is low (.1%), and was adjusted
downward after the economic impact of the global pandemic became clear. As is
true for many industries, the pandemic will continue to present challenges to the
industry in 2021.

The economic downturn coupled with the sudden and mandatory switch to
a work-from-home model exposed gaps in professional services operations,
including weaknesses in client support and engagement, technological
insufficiencies, and process issues.

More dramatically, the need for innovative technology to deal with the changing
business environment accelerated the digital transformation already underway in
the industry, ushering in a new era of agility and resilience.

In the end, the professional services industry demonstrated its ability to pivot.
A rapid switch to remote work saved it from disaster, as did new and retooled
service offerings and further adoption of technology focused on efficiency.

This period of vulnerability and exposure has positioned professional services
firms to approach the next year with an eye on further optimization, productivity,
and growth.

Methodology
We conducted a 28-question survey to gain insight into the professional services
industry’s most pressing business challenges and opportunities. More than 80
professionals across various sectors participated in the study. We have collected,
tabulated, and summarized their responses into a robust report of key findings and
takeaways. Our goal is to help those in professional services gain better insight into
the forces shaping their industry so they can better plan for 2021 and beyond.
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Demographics of Respondents
A general profile of our survey participants shows:
•

While responses were collected across a wide range of professional services, the top three were
engineering, technology, and business process outsourcing. Last year’s results were considerably different;
while the number of technology respondents was still high, consulting, accounting/finance, and advertising/
PR took the other top spots. Consulting slipped from first to fourth place this year.

•

The job level of respondents is somewhat more senior than in the previous survey—69% hold director titles
and above and 59% identified with the same group last year. The number of managers/senior managers
participating dropped 9%, while the vice president/senior vice president group doubled.

•

Larger organizations have greater representation in this year’s survey: 61% of respondents are from
companies with annual revenues of $100 million or more, compared to 48% in the previous survey. The
percentage of respondents with organizations of less than $50 million in revenues dropped from 33% to 11%.

Industry

Country

9%

Accounting/Finance
Legal

0%

6%

4%

10%

Consulting
Engineering

21%
4%

Insurance
Advertising/Marketing/PR

8%

Property Management

96%

6%

Business Process Outsourcing

13%

Technology
Other

21%

United States

3%

Canada
Other

Organization’s Annual Revenue
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25%
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Survey Questions,
Responses, & Analytics

Question 1
In 2020, leading indicators predicted the professional service industry
growth at .1%. How does your organization’s expected growth rate
compare to this average?

Our growth rate is expected to be
higher than .1%

48%

Our growth rate is expected to be
in line with .1%

40%

Our growth rate is expected to be
lower than .1%

10%

Not sure/Don’t know

2%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Answer & Key Finding
Even though the year has been a challenging one and predictions for overall
professional services growth are low, respondents think their organizations will
outpace the industry as a whole. 89% percent expect to see 2020 growth greater
than or equal to the .1% rate cited by a Research and Markets report. Last year, 75% of
respondents indicated the same, but the projected growth rate for 2019 was 5.4%, a
significantly higher target.

Takeaway
While 2020 brought unexpected challenges, the professional services industry is
expected to recover and grow in coming years. In the U.S., population growth and
rising incomes will boost the industry, according to Professional Services: United
States by Freedonia Focus Reports, a division of MarketResearch.com. Personal
consumption expenditures on professional services are forecast to reach $600 billion
in 2023, rising at a 2.9% rate from $521 billion in 2018. For now, though, market maturity,
intense competition, and the short-term volatility caused by the pandemic is expected
to curtail growth in some segments.
One interesting note: The financial resilience of professional services firms became
evident during the pandemic, with more than one-quarter saying they could continue
operations without needing to cut costs or restructure, audit and tax consultancy
Grant Thornton said in a recent analysis.
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Question 2
In light of COVID-19, please rank the following business challenges
in order of how they impact your organization (1 being the biggest
challenge and 16 being the least important).

7.5

Staying ahead of commoditization

9

Optimizing the client experience
Safety and well-being of my employees

9.8

Effectively using data

9.6

Security breaches and information loss

8.2
8.9

Anticipating client needs

9.1

Enabling information sharing across all employees
8.1

Choosing the right technology to scale and grow
Attracting and retaining talent

9.1
9.2

Better utilization of skills and managing skill shortages
Effectively working remote

10

Operational efficiency

10

Capacity planning

9.6

Headcount utilization

8.9
7.7

Forecasting
Collaboration

8.8
9.6

Project planning
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Question 2 (cont.)
In light of COVID-19, please rank the following business challenges
in order of how they impact your organization (1 being the biggest
challenge and 16 being the least important).

Answer & Key Finding
In a significant shift from last year, internal operational concerns are the ones keeping
people in the professional services industry awake at night. Workforce issues such
as the safety and well-being of employees as well as successful work-at-home
strategies are top of mind, thanks to the disruption of the global pandemic and the
abrupt shift to remote work. Effective use of data, operational efficiency, and capacity
and project planning also are significant challenges.
By comparison, respondents cited a mixture of client, talent, industry growth, and
technology challenges in the previous survey. Optimizing the client experience
appears as an issue both years. Given the continuing economic recovery, providing a
great customer experience to keep clients close will remain an important concern.

Takeaway
Inevitably, COVID-19 tested professional services firms along with many others.
Adjusting business strategies to the abruptly changed market conditions was a key
response to the initial slowdown. Consultancies and service firms enhanced existing
offerings, including cash flow forecasting, negotiation support with banks, and human
capital advice, to meet current needs.
One area of continued strength was consulting in enterprise resource planning (ERP)
implementations, particularly among large companies – themselves responding to
changed circumstances by seeking to operate more efficiently.
The ability of professional services firms to shift quickly to remote service delivery
“saved the industry from catastrophe,” Source Global Research said in a recent market
update. If meeting and collaboration technology hadn’t been easy to implement and
scale, the contraction in management consulting alone would have jumped from 13%
to 28%, Global Research said.
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Question 3
Which of the following best describes your attitude/outlook on the
future of the professional services industry?

I’m extremely concerned that the industry will take a
downturn and negatively affect our company

38%

I’m somewhat concerned that the industry will take a
downturn and negatively affect our company

37%

I’m slightly concerned that the industry will take a
downturn and negatively affect our company

16%

I’m not at all concerned about the industry;
I’m confident that my company will prevail

10%

0%

5%

10%1 5% 20%2 5% 30%3 5% 40%

Answer & Key Finding
Survey respondents are not bullish about the immediate future of professional
services. More than 90% express some level of concern about a downturn, with 74%
extremely or somewhat concerned that the industry will slump and negatively impact
their organizations.

Takeaway
No doubt reflective of the events of 2020, some pessimism about the future of
professional services is understandable. However, other industry sources are more
optimistic. For example, as the post-pandemic economy takes shape, the professional
services market as a whole should recover and expand at a compound annual growth
rate of 7% beginning in 2021, reaching $6.5 trillion in 2023 (up from $5.4 trillion today),
according to Research and Markets.
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Question 4
Which of the following best describes your company’s primary focus –
growth or profitability?

4%
26%

Overall growth is our top priority
Profitability is our top priority

70%

Neither

Answer & Key Finding
Growth won out over profitability – a major change from the previous report. For
70% of participants, growth is their organizations’ top priority, while only 26% said
profitability is more important. Last year, the positions were switched; profitability was
first and growth was second, at 52% and 43%, respectively.

Takeaway
The professional services industry already was changing before the events of 2020.
Often led by technology, professional services organizations are emerging more agile,
lean, and digitally savvy than before, according to Constellation Research. Among
those technology drivers is Knowledge as a Service (KaaS), which can drive up
revenues, increase efficiency and productivity, and keep firms competitive.
Rather than disruption that causes failures or forces hasty innovation, KaaS lets
firms embrace change and continue to experience success, says a Digitalist
Magazine article on the technology. By allowing development and storage of
standard information and processes that are repeatable across clients, KaaS allows
professionals to focus on complex matters that require their attention – the kind of
services that no software can replace. The organization becomes more efficient and
can turn attention to new revenue sources.
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Question 5
Which of the following best describes your primary focus
with respect to profitability?
38%

Both total revenue AND profit margin
Profit margin

27%

Profit by unit of measure

21%

Total revenue

11%

Neither total revenue NOR profit margin

1%

Don’t know/ Not sure

1%

0%

5%

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Answer & Key Finding
Despite the focus on growth indicated in responses to the previous question,
survey participants said their firms still are most interested in both total revenue
and profitability. This was true last year, but by a wider margin: 52% in 2019 versus
26% in 2020. Focus on profit margin alone and profit margin by unit of measure both
increased significantly from one year to the next.

Takeaway
According to Inc.com, most professional service firms have operating profit margins
between 25% and 40%. Another source puts margins in the range of 15% to 25%,
while the profit margin for a particular consultant could be from 50% to 400%. Since
the value of professional services firms lies in the expertise of their teams, optimizing
their utilization and efficiency is key to profitability. One way to do so is through
KaaS. But KaaS is even more effective when firms are able to pair it with automation,
Digitalist Magazine says.
Artificial intelligence allows services to be delivered in an entirely different way. For
example, machine learning makes it possible for firms to use chatbots, providing
knowledge services to more clients without expending in-house resources. While
automation’s positive impact on profitability seems obvious, consider its potential
for revenue generation. For example, organizational consultancy Collective Campus
uses machine learning to automate the development of sales proposals, typically
spending only 10 to 30 minutes customizing them instead of the hours most
organizations devote.
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Question 6
Which of the following are a part of your organization’s growth strategy?

New product/Solution launches

48%

Manage operational costs

48%

Growth of existing clients

46%

Mergers and acquisitions

40%

Geographic expansion

38%

Obtain new logos

12%

Other

0%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Answer & Key Finding
New product and solution launches, managing operational costs, and growth of existing clients
are virtually tied at the top of growth strategies for 2021. Product launches and client growth
dropped and managing operational costs increased in importance when compared to the
previous survey – probably due to the lingering effects of the pandemic and the need to keep a
close eye on spending as the industry recovers.

Takeaway
The consulting industry has long worked with organizations on operational efficiency – driving
growth through clear and sometimes rigid processes and standardization. Now, the focus is
on resilience – making sure that resources, staffing, and work is designed and equipped to
sense and respond to change, said Gartner VP Caroline Walsh in a recent interview. And in a
clear instance of taking their own medicine, consultants who have been teaching others about
resilience are applying it to their own organizations. The pandemic may be the most current
disruptor, but others contribute, including digital technology, according to a Consultants 500
blog post. Those disruptors have increased the need for professional services to become more
agile and flexible to meet client demands and operational goals.
“New” products and services introduced for growth may actually be retooled offerings that help
other businesses recover. Services in the next two years will focus more on the fundamentals
– balance sheets, customer experience, workforce issues – according to Kevin Dolan, a
senior partner at McKinsey & Company. Digital transformation expertise is in strong demand,
and Source Global Research recommends that firms shift their services to support clients
implementing new technology.
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Question 7
Which of the following best describes how much mergers and
acquisitions (M&A) are a part of your business?
We have not been involved with M&A in the past,
but do intend to be in the future

29%

We have been involved with M&A in the past,
but do not intend to be in the future

26%

We have been involved with M&A in the
past and do intend to be in the future

26%

We have not been involved with M&A in the
past and do not intend to be in the future

0%

20%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Answer & Key Finding
The intent to pursue M&A significantly increased year-over-year. More than half of
survey participants said their organizations plan to be involved in M&A in the future;
only 34% said the same last year.

Takeaway
Growth via M&A appears to be an important priority not just among survey
participants, but in the professional services industry as a whole. According to a
Clearsight Advisors report on M&A activity in the professional services market:
•

69% of private equity firms looking at professional services acquisitions are still in
the market

•

92% of strategic acquirers are still in the market

•

95% of strategic acquirers and 74% of private equity firms expect the M&A market in
professional services to return to 2019 levels before 2022.

The outlook for professional services M&A is similar to the wider outlook for M&A
among a number of key industries. 81% of those surveyed for a recent Deloitte report
said their organizations are involved in traditional or alternative M&A activities (such as
alliances and joint ventures), with alternatives slightly edging out the traditional.
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Question 8
Which of the following best describes the executive team’s view on
technology within your organization?

They value technology and are open to
incorporating it into to our organization

68%

They are uncertain about technology,
but view it as necessary

26%

They have trouble seeing the value in
technology within our organization and
are resistant to it

6%

0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Answer & Key Finding
Two-thirds of respondents think their executives value technology and are open to
incorporating it into their organizations, while 26% reported that their leaders view
technology as necessary even though they are uncertain about it. These findings are
essentially unchanged from last year’s survey.

Takeaway
At no other time in the professional services industry has technology changed it so
profoundly. The digital transformation underway in the industry provides invaluable
infrastructure, software, and data to streamline processes and increase efficiency,
productivity, and profitability. Technology will continue to evolve, with constant
iterations and innovations that create opportunities for organizations to reimagine their
products and operations. The question is, which technologies justify the investment?
Digital transformation can help organizations gain a competitive edge, but in the end,
technology is a tool that helps companies achieve their strategies – not a strategy in
and of itself.
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Question 9
Thinking about your organization’s priorities overall, please rank the
following in order of importance (1 being the most important and 5
being the least important).

Increase project effectiveness

3.1

Improve planning and forecasting

3

Improve project visibility

3.1

Optimize property resource utilization

2.7

Optimize utilization of people

3.1
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

Answer & Key Finding
The top priorities among this group are to increase project effectiveness, improve
project visibility, and optimize utilization of people, very much in line with the
overall business challenges and needs for growth and profitability that respondents
mentioned previously. What has changed, however, is the relative importance of
project visibility, which surged from last to second place in the latest survey.

Takeaway
An effective customer relationship management (CRM) solution can help professional
services organizations make projects and people more effective. CRM increases
visibility into customer data and can improve productivity and collaboration across the
enterprise, helping organizations meet sales and client satisfaction goals.
But well before implementation, companies need to carefully consider how CRM
can contribute to their success. They also need to understand the resources a CRM
implementation involves and organizational changes they might need to make. Wellplanned and executed CRM implementations are worth it: companies can earn a
positive ROI of $8 for every $1 spent on the solution. They also avoid failures suffered
by as many as 69% of organizations, according to the Harvard Business Review.
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Question 10
Thinking about your organization’s sales pipeline priorities, please rank
the following in order of importance (1 being the most important and 8
being the least important).
5.1%

Improving Processes (or Sales Processes)
Accuracy

4.8%

Tracking Activity

4.7%

Forecasting

4.6%
4.5%

Actionability
Visibility
Resource Allocation
Progress Reporting

4.2%
4.1%
4%

Answer & Key Finding
Improving sales processes remains a top priority, but by a smaller margin when
compared to last year’s survey. Forecasting and tracking activity rose in importance.
This is likely tied to current market conditions, increasing complexity, and the new
work-at-home normal, which requires an even greater dependence on accurate data
and digital reporting. While sales forecasting has always been critical, it becomes
even more so during a period of weakened market demand, which increases the need
for real-time, quality data to identify opportunities.

Takeaway
Reports about the rate of CRM adoption by sales and marketing continue to be mixed.
On the one hand, more than half of sales professionals (64%) use CRM applications,
LinkedIn says. On the other hand, another source says that only 40% of CRM
customers report having an adoption rate above 90%.
Whatever the case, reluctant and non-users are missing an opportunity, statistics
show. For example, a study by Innoppl Technologies claims that 65% of sales reps who
have used mobile CRM achieved their sales quotas, while 78% of non-users missed
their targets.
With potential success rates like those, why don’t organizations implement CRM?
While issues include cost, setup, and lack of integration with existing tools, resistance
to change is a major barrier, application integrator PieSync reports. Top-level
management often is the group reluctant to adopt new tools.
Alithya.com
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Question 11
Thinking about your organization’s technology priorities, please rank
the following in order of importance (1 being the most important and
10 being the least important).

6.5

Client/Customer Relationship Management
5.9

Analytics and BI

5.7

Collaboration
Document Management

5.6

Cloud Migration

5.6

Client Portals

5.6

Artificial Intelligence

5.2

Enterprise Resource Planning

5.1

Connected Field Service

5.1
4.8

Apps
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Question 11 (cont.)
Thinking about your organization’s technology priorities, please rank
the following in order of importance (1 being the most important and
10 being the least important).

Answer & Key Finding
CRM landed in the top spot again, but by a smaller margin than in the previous
survey. Analytics and business intelligence, collaboration, document management,
and cloud migration all grew in priority. Artificial intelligence (AI) still ranks relatively
low in importance, according to respondents, though it moved up from the last spot.
Collaboration, document management, and cloud migration with its advantages
in terms of real-time data access, most likely have become more important due to
remote work.

Takeaway
The global pandemic accelerated the move to digital-first interactions and operations
by two years, according to Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella. Some say the pace of change
has been even faster, moving digital transformation along by three to four years, a new
McKinsey Global Survey of executives says. The development of digital or digitally
enabled products in their organizations’ portfolios has accelerated by seven years,
respondents said. And they expect most changes to be long-lasting, recognizing
technology’s strategic importance as more than just a cost-efficiency mechanism.
The professional services industry is no exception. The need to respond to changing
markets with greater speed, flexibility, and efficiency means CRM, business intelligence,
artificial intelligence, and data analytics are more important than ever in the industry—
and will stay that way.
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Question 12
Does your organization use technology in the cloud or on premise?

28%

We are 100% in the cloud

We are hybrid – a mix of cloud
and on premise

We are 100% on premise

69%

4%

Answer & Key Finding
Nearly all respondents said their organizations use a mix of cloud and on-premise
technology or are already 100% in the cloud. Only a slim 4% are entirely on premise.
These findings are in line with overall cloud computing adoption statistics reported by
Hosting Tribunal, which says that 94% of enterprises use a cloud service.

Takeaway
The corporate shift to the cloud has accelerated, with businesses last year spending
an estimated $96.4 billion on cloud infrastructure services, surpassing expenditures
on in-house data-center hardware and software for the first time, according to a Wall
Street Journal article. The pandemic has further fueled demand, as more activity has
shifted online.
The cloud offers anytime, anywhere access to data and infrastructure that is crucial for
effective remote work. However, its overall benefits (scalability, operational efficiency,
application and partner integration, enhanced security) mean that organizations will
continue to shift to the cloud.
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Question 13
Which of the following best describes how much your organization
will invest in hardware and/or software in 2021?
34%

30%
20%

25%

20%

12.5%

9%

10%
0%

Significantly
less than in
2020

Somewhat
less than in
2020

About the
same as in
2020

Somewhat
more than
in 2020

Significantly
more than in
2020

Answer & Key Finding
Technology spending in their organizations will decrease significantly in 2021 from
2020 levels, survey respondents said. A year ago, 83% of participants said their
organizations would spend about the same amount or more in 2020; for 2021, only
63% responded similarly. However, it’s possible that organizations spent even more
than previously anticipated in 2020, due to equipping employees and updating
services and systems for remote work.

Takeaway
After opening their wallets in 2020, organizations in our survey may be closing them
back up in 2021 – but both actions are opposite global trends. Worldwide IT spending
in 2020 is expected to total $3.6 trillion, down 5.4% from 2019, according to the latest
Gartner forecast. In 2021, Gartner projects that spending will total $3.8 trillion in 2021,
an increase of 4% from 2020. Enterprise software will have the strongest rebound
due to accelerated digital transformation efforts related to the pandemic, Gartner
says. Those efforts include applications to support remote work, virtual services such
as distance learning or telehealth, and hyperautomation (rapidly identifying and
automating as many business and IT processes as possible).
Given the business disruption of 2020, IT spending could have seen deeper cuts
(and in some segments, it did). But because digital transformation will continue to be
critical, perhaps IT budgets were spared somewhat. “Once thought of as a cost center,
digital transformation makes IT an essential part of the way business is done in this
crisis,” Computer Economics said.
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Question 14
Have you evaluated your business processes that are not addressed
(and automated) with your existing technology set?
80%
70%

68%

60%
50%
40%

29%

30%
20%
10%
0%

4%
Yes, we have evaluated our
business processes and
identified additional processes
that need to be automated

Yes, we have evaluated our
business processes but did not
identify additional processes
that need to be automated

No, we have not yet
evaluated this

Answer & Key Finding
Business process automation is top of mind among professional services firms represented in
the survey. Two-thirds of respondents indicated that their organizations have evaluated and
identified business processes that need to be automated. Another 29% said they have evaluated
their business processes, but didn’t identify additional opportunities for automation. Only 4%
haven’t conducted an evaluation.

Takeaway
One critical element of digital transformation is process automation and the advantages it offers
to the professional services industry. In particular, artificial intelligence (AI) presents enormous
opportunity to automate routine tasks common to the legal, tax, and other professional services
organizations, Accenture and the World Economic Forum point out in a white paper on digital
transformation in the industry.
While some organizations see such automation as a threat to jobs, it can free their most
valuable asset – people – to focus on complex problems. Companies that can anticipate
change and react faster than competitors will stay ahead of the curve, the report says. For
example, research shows that early AI adopters have benefited financially from the technology,
with 80% reporting an ROI of 10% or more.
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Question 15
Project Automation software helps organizations efficiently track,
manage, and deliver project-based services, from the initial sale
all the way to invoicing. Does your organization use Project Service
Automation software?

10%
Yes

25%

No

65%

Not sure / Don’t know

Answer & Key Finding
The use of project automation software has increased greatly among survey
respondents. Almost two-thirds reported that they take advantage of such tools,
up from 40% last year. In previous responses, participants named project planning,
effectiveness, and visibility as challenges that were identified as a priority for
their organizations. Given these findings, an increase in implementation of project
automation software makes perfect sense.

Takeaway
Project automation tools help professional services organizations increase
productivity and profitability and set the stage for growth. They automate repetitive
tasks and improve accuracy by reducing errors. Functions typically include
planning, estimating and pricing, optimizing the use of resources, tracking, and
monitoring performance metrics. Project management software can be integrated
with a CRM through such platforms as Microsoft Dynamics 365 to connect multiple
data streams and offer more visibility into customer data.
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Question 16
Thinking about the majority of your client base, which of the following
best describes their industry?

2% 1%
Business
Consumers

21%

Government

49%

Non-Profit

26%

Other

Answer & Key Finding
The client base of professional services organizations in this survey shifted somewhat
in the past year: away from business and more towards government and, to a lesser
extent, consumers. Business clients dropped 10 points, from 59% to 49%, while the
percentage of government clients doubled.

Takeaway
The professional services market segments that performed comparatively well in
2020 will continue to do so in 2021, Source Global Research said in a recent report.
Pharmaceuticals, high-tech, and telecommunications will grow at above-average
rates. Online shopping is strong, so logistics will continue to need consulting support.
Demand in financial services has been weaker than expected, but already has started
to recover, especially in compliance consulting. For many other service industries,
the pandemic has raised questions about operations, workforces, and physical space
that will need to be addressed. Healthcare will become a strong market globally, and
public sector consulting will pick up, albeit with intense pricing pressure.
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Question 17
In general, how aware are you of changes and patterns
in client usage and purchasing?
35%

Somewhat aware
Very aware

34%

Extremely aware

21%

Not very aware

6%
4%

Not at all aware
Not sure/Don’t know

0%

Answer & Key Finding
Awareness about client usage and purchasing of professional services has increased
slightly, according to survey participants. Over half of respondents said they are very
or extremely aware, up from 52% in the previous survey. Still, awareness of client use
and purchasing is limited among 45% of participants.

Takeaway
Customer relationship management (CRM) is crucial to helping organizations better
understand their clients, including which services customers are using and where
growth in existing relationships is possible. For organizations thinking about a CRM
solution, three elements beyond the choice of technology itself are critical to
successful implementation:
•

Team: company leaders or executives, a core of subject matter experts, and
project and administrative resources

•

Training: role-based, experience-appropriate training that covers both the
application and related processes

•

Accountability: regular team meetings for project implementation and leadership
meetings to report progress

Experience with CRM implementations shows a direct correlation between the level
of executive engagement and long-term success. The more engaged leaders are, the
more successful the implementation.
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Question 18
Are you aware of which clients are most profitable to your company?

2%
9%

Yes
No
Not sure / Don’t know

89%

Answer & Key Finding
Year-over-year, an even greater percentage of respondents are confident that their
organizations understand customer profitability: 89% of participants as compared to
78% in the previous survey.

Takeaway
As business challenges and global competition increase, understanding the
profitability of customers, products, and services will only become more important.
Getting a handle on profitability can be a significant differentiator among
organizations, Accenture says in Measuring the True Profitability of Products, Services
and Customers. Addressing the amount and quality of project- and customer-related
data collected may mean re-examining the technology involved. For example, project
automation tools track data related to profitability, such as time spent on behalf of
clients and capacity utilization, while customer relationship management (CRM)
solutions offer better segmentation of customer profiles. Integrating the two paints a
complete picture of customer profitability.
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Question 19
In your opinion, which of the following best describes your
organization’s way of handling client support and engagement?
Our organization has a purely reactive

31%

client support model
Our organization needs to improve client

44%

support, but we aren’t sure where to start
Client support is a priority for our organization,
but there are still areas for improvement
We make client support our highest priority;
our goal is to delight our dients every day

19%

6%

Answer & Key Finding
In a surprising reversal from last year, respondents reported significant weakness in
how they handle client support and engagement. Three-quarters said they need to
improve client support, or they have a purely reactive support model. Only 31% said
the same in the previous survey.

Takeaway
With the perfect storm of challenges 2020 brought, attention may have shifted from
client support and engagement to operational issues, identified as a priority by survey
respondents. While it’s understandable for organizations to change priorities during
a crisis, client support is too crucial to neglect for long, particularly when growth is
low. Companies that are considered leaders in customer experience outperform their
counterparts in stock price growth and total returns, according to Forrester.
The good news is technology can help organizations return focus to customer
support and engagement. Artificial intelligence (AI) and customer relationship
management (CRM) technologies can help organizations gather real-time data
that can predict and respond to customer needs for new features and solutions.
Companies that leverage AI and analytics will stand out as customer experience
leaders in the next decade, Gartner says.
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Question 20
Thinking about your organization and your digital communications
(emails, portals and websites), how effective is your communication
with your clients and suppliers?
35%

31%
30%

27%

25%

21%

20%

15%
15%
10%

6%

5%
0%

Not at all
effective

Not very
effective

Somewhat
effective

Very
effective

Extremely
effective

Answer & Key Finding
More respondents said they think their organizations’ communications are extremely
effective (15% versus 5% in the last survey). Almost three-quarters said they are at
least somewhat effective, down from 79% last year. However, the percentage of
respondents who said communications aren’t particularly effective increased from 21%
to 27%.

Takeaway
With the cost of customer acquisition typically several times higher than that of
retention, positive experiences that build strong customer relationships are crucial to
financial success. Communication is an important part of the customer relationship,
and it’s important for organizations to get it right. Successful communication requires
accurate customer insight to engage with the right people, at the right time, about the
right products and services.
But organizations can’t take advantage of data they haven’t collected, analyzed, and
made accessible. That’s where customer relationship management (CRM) solutions
come into play. The applications that store customer information for sales use also
are critical for developing communications that inform and engage clients. Customer
data can feed marketing automation platforms that help segment and target client
communications for maximum value throughout nurture and sales processes.
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Question 21
Which of the following best describes how easy or difficult it is to find
qualified resources to help conduct your business, compared to the past?
35%
30%

23%

21%

20%

13%
8%

10%
0%

Significantly more
difficult now than it
used to be

Somewhat more

The same as it
used to be

difficult now than
it used to be

Somewhat easier
now than it used
to be

Significantly
easier now than it
used to be

Answer & Key Finding
Professional services organizations found it harder in 2020 than in 2019 to find talented
employees, survey respondents reported, despite job cuts and widespread unemployment
caused by the economic slowdown. Fifty-eight percent say that it is somewhat or significantly
more difficult, up from 43% in the previous survey.

Takeaway
The professional services industry initially responded to the economic downturn with strategies
such as deferred and reduced pay, reduced work hours, and furloughs and layoffs. In early
April, job cuts equaled a little more than 2% of the workforce, according to a Washington Post
analysis. Since that time, a number of major firms, including Accenture, Deloitte, PwC, and
KPMG, have announced additional job cuts.
With people available, why do professional services firms find it difficult to find qualified
employees? The answer may lie in the nature of the work itself. Engagements that are tailored
for each client (whether or not aided by automation) and rely on cultivating successful longterm relationships require a high skill level – one that may be scarce among available talent.
Lack of familiarity with technology used in the industry also could be a contributor. Because
the talent pool may be short of people familiar with project automation or CRM solutions,
organizations might need to double down on training to bring workers up to speed with the
skills required to operate in the digital age.
Professional services staffing already had started to shift to a new model before the pandemic
– one that combines a core of employees with specialists hired on a contract basis for specific
engagements – according to a variety of sources. A dynamic staffing model may reduce hiring
in the short term, helping organizations recover financially from the pandemic. It also might
attract new types of talent – people who prefer the gig economy and its independence –
creating stronger teams in the end.
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Conclusion
Building the Professional Services Firm of the Future
An industry survey is a snapshot in time,
relevant today and in the near future at best.
But looking ahead even a handful of months
can help us understand the next right thing to
do. As the new year advances, what will the
professional services industry look like?

•

Companies will be in hot pursuit of sales.
Though growth and profitability together
still are important, overall growth will be
the priority, according to 70% of our survey
respondents. As part of that growth strategy,
organizations may welcome new colleagues
as M&A activity increases.

•

Some client engagements will get back to
the basics, helping companies review and
improve fundamental financial, operational,
customer experience, and workforce
practices to make sure their houses are
in order and ready for economic recovery.
On the opposite end of the spectrum,
other client projects will involve digital
transformation, and some firms will focus on
or develop new offerings to support clients
implementing new technology.

•

Teams will continue to be virtual, and operate
virtually. Staff will work alongside specialists
brought in for specific client engagements,
partially because they prefer it and partially
because skilled talent is hard to find and
hire, as survey participants indicated. Some
people might be in company offices, but
remote work will continue to be common.
“Zoom” will still be a verb.
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Though growth
and profitability
together still are
important, overall
growth will be the
priority, according
to 70% of our survey
respondents.
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Of course, professional services firms also will be
tending to their own digital transformations.
•

Organizations will continue their migrations
to the cloud so more people get convenient,
real-time access to applications, files, and
data. Cloud usage is high among survey
respondents, and it’s also a priority for their
firms to continue to increase use.

•

Adoption of CRM, the top technology
priority among survey participants, will
increase as companies seek to improve
productivity, collaboration, and visibility into
client data; optimize sales processes; and
meet sales and customer satisfaction goals.
Given the effectiveness of CRM solutions,
skeptics will become believers – at least, if
implementation and training are handled well

•

Because efficiency, productivity, and
profitability are important, the number of
companies using project automation software
will continue to grow, as it did among survey
participants.

•

Other types of business process automation,
aided by artificial intelligence, will take routine
tasks off people’s hands and reduce errors.
Professionals will be able to focus their
expertise on client issues, not reports.
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Survey respondents reported weakness in
client support and engagement within their
organizations, so CRM solutions might be
particularly important to them. Three-quarters
of participants – more than double the previous
year – said their companies need to improve
client support, or have a purely reactive support
model. The challenges of 2020 may have shifted
focus from client to operational issues. But
since customer experience leaders outperform
competitors, professional services firms need
to refocus attention on client support and
engagement for the sake of their financial health.
Given predictions of low growth in 2020 and
a recovery that will last into 2021 and beyond,
there’s no time to waste.
Readjusted plans for growth, new and retooled
service offerings, different workforce models,
greater use of technology to operate more
effectively: these answers to the challenges
of 2020 define resilience in a business. The
organizations represented in our survey
demonstrated their ability to rapidly adapt and
respond to altered circumstances; so did the
professional services industry as a whole. In
this new era of resilience, there’s no doubt that
the transformation of the professional services
industry, digital and otherwise, will continue in
2021 and beyond.
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Have questions about the information
presented in this report?
Get in touch to learn more.
C O N TA C T U S
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